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100% Safe SEO that works.

Sick of waiting for #1 rankings and overpaying for dubious services?


Let us solve your problem!














We do SEO – Everything else comes naturally.











Watch traffic grow

Traffic decline will be a thing of the past. Get a FREE report of your current SEO standing.

You have nothing to loose and everything to gain.
Tell us where you want more traffic and leads!
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Enjoy your revenue

Sit back & watch the money roll in, let us do the heavy search engine ranks lifting for you.

We know we can deliver top position results
within timeframes of a few months.


See Pricing
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How to Quickly Switch out a Domain in Google to Rank again
 

This guide is the safest way to do a domain switch, you get all you need to change a blocked domain.
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Optimizing User Journeys to Improve User Flow
 

What is a user flow and a user journey? There’s a macro view of a customer experience that we can analyze and partially control.
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5 FREE Tools to do an SEO Audit
 

A small selection of very useful tools to start your first SEO audit, includes some BONUS tools.












Why us?

As a team, our focus is on helping you grow your businesses through effective SEO strategies.

Try us risk free! 

With a decade of experience serving clients in competitive industries, you are in best hands to get top search rankings!
















 Website Audits

Let us help you assess your market, audit your business, and determine your online presence to drive qualified leads to your business.






Content Writing

Can you imagine your customers finding your service or product every time they do an internet search? Let’s talk and see if we can help you.






Link Building

Stop wasting money on Ads, start spending money on links. Backlinks and outreach are crucial for growth after creating quality content.






Local SEO

As a local business, ignoring local SEO can be a grave mistake! Increase your online presence and drive foot traffic to your store today.
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Mikula Beutl - SEO Consulting
Pfeiffergasse 3/44
1150 Vienna, Austria
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